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1. INTRODUCTION 
In the rectangle Q = (0, T) × (0, g), we consider the equation 
E.u = 0--~ - k.Ox 2 + x Ox ] = f ( t ,x ) .  
To equat ion (1), we add the init ial condition, 
z~ = u(0, x) = ~(x) ,  x e (0, e), 
the Dirichlet condition, 
and integral condition, 
u(t,e) = o, t e (O,T), 
~t u(t,~)d E = 0, 
1 
0<_&<6, te(0,T). 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
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Here, we assumed that the function ~ satisfies the conditions given in (3) and (4), i.e., 
~(g) = O, ~(x) dx = O. 
1 
The importance of problems with integral conditions has been pointed out by Samarskii [1]. 
Regular case of this problem is studied in [2]. The problem where the equation contain an 
operator of the form o-~(a(t, x~°U~joxJ, instead of Bessel operator, is treated in [3]. Similar problems 
for second-order parabolic equations are investigated by the potential method in [4]. Two-point 
boundary value problems for parabolic equations, with an integral condition, are investigated 
using the energy inequalities method in [5-9] and the Fourier method [10]. 
We associate to problems (1)-(4) the operator L = (£, l), defined from E into F, where E is 
the Banach space of functions u E L2(~), satisfying (3) and (4), with the finite norm 
IlU[IE = O(x) dxdt+ \ OxJ dxdt+o<t<TJo ~x dx, (5) 
and F is the Hilbert space of vector-valued functions ; = (f, p) obtained by completion of the 
space L2(~) × W2(0, g) with respect o the norm 
[l :ll  = = O(x) [f(t ,x)l  2 dxdt + O(x) dx, (6) 
where 
[" gl x, 0 < X ~ ~1, 
O(x) x ~, g l _<x<g.  (7) 
Using the energy inequalities method proposed in [9], we establish two-sided a priori estimates. 
Then we prove that the operator L is a linear homeomorphism between the spaces E and F. 
2. TWO-S IDED A PR IORI  EST IMATES 
THEOREM 1. The following a priori estimate: 
[[Lufl  <_ C Ibll  , 
holds for any function u E E, where the constant C is independent of u. 
PROOF. Using equation (1) and initial condition (2), we obtain 
- + -~x \ Ox]  dxdt 
and 
fot dlu 2 e Ou 2 
O(x) ~x  dx < sup f -- O(x) dx, 
- -  O<t<T Jo OX 
combining inequalities (9) and (10), we obtain (8) for u E E. 
THEOREM 2. For any function u C E, we have the inequality 
II [IE -< c IIL IIF, 
where the constant C is independent of u. 
x Z2(n)}, PROOf. We denote D(L) : {u E E :  axot E 
(8) 
(9) 
(lO) 
(11) 
j•x 
g 
Jzg = g(t, ~) d~, 
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and 
{ Qxu, 0 < x < fl, 
Mu = x2u + xJxu, gj <_ x < g, 
multiplying equation (1) by M~t  and integrating over fF,  where fY = (0, 7) x (0, g), we get 
Re f0" fo e£uM~tt dxdt =/0" /o  cO(x) O-~t 2 dxdt 
fro r fe Ou 02u l f fo~/e  Ou 2 
+Re ]o O(x)~-O-x-~dzdt +-2 e~ &-5-{ dzdt. 
(12) 
O(x~O~ 0% dx dr, we obtain Integrating by parts Re fo leo ~ J ox oxot 
" - -  1 t dlu 2 ,e  O u 2 
Re~ foegUM~tdxdt+~ O(x) dx dX=fo ~ O(x) Ot dxdt 
(13) 
1 e Ou(~-,x) 2 1 ~ Ou 2 
& dx dt, 
T E e, 
and using the elementary inequalities, we get 
Re dx dt< ~ O(x) It;ul 2 dx dt 
(14) 
+-~ O(x) dx dt+ -~ , -~ dx dt. 
From equation (1), we have 
"4 \ Ox] dxdt<-~ O(x) Ot dxdt+-~ O(x) lgut2 dxdt. 
Combining inequalities (14) and (15), we get 
(15) 
-4 Ot dx dt+ -~ T dx 
/o/ol 1 r ~ o (xOU)  dxdt < 2 O(x) IZ:ul 2 dxdt + -~ O(x) d~ dz. +~ ~ \ Ox] - 
(16) 
The right-hand side of (16) is independent of r, hence replacing the left-hand side by its upper 
bound with respect o r, in the interval [0, T], we obtain the desired inequality. 
3. SOLVABIL ITY  OF  THE PROBLEM 
From estimates (8) and (11), it follows that the operator L : E , ) F is continuous and its 
range is closed in F. Therefore, the inverse operator L -1 exists and continuous, from the closed 
subspace R(L) onto E, which means, that L is a homeomorphism from E to R(L) and so to have 
a unique solution to the problem it remains to show that R(L) = F. 
The proof is based on the following theorem. 
THEOREM 3. Let Do(L) = {u E D(L) lu = 0 t. If 
/ O(x)Eu-gdxdt = 0, (17) 
for w such that xw E L2(Q) and all u E Do(L), then ~ vanishes almost everywhere on ~. 
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PROOF. Putt ing into (17) h = ~-~,°u" where h, x °h-55x, Yhz~° (xOh~j E L2(~), and h verifies the boundary  
conditions (3) and (4), we get 
(18) 
-2 ~-~O(x) O (xh)Jt~dxdt + f -~O(x)(xh)Jt~dxdt, 
where Jtw = ft T w(r, x) dr. 
The left-hand side of (18) shows that  the mapping 
£ -~ 0 (xOh'~ Jtwdxdt aTh , e(x) \ ax) ) 
is a continuous linear functional. From the r ight-hand side of (18), there follows that  this is true 
if the function w has the following properties: 
8(x) jtw, 8(x) 0 O(x) 0 ( ~ )  
x 3 x---7-O---x (Jtw)' x 20x  x (Jtw) E L2(~) and Jtwtx= e= O, 
In terms of the given function w, from equality (17), we define the function 
v(l:, z )  
- f~ Jtw(t, ~) d~ + Jt~o, el <_ x < g. 
Hence, it follows that  f: v(t, ~) d~ 
(1/~) d~, 
g 
= -£  + £ = 
replacing h = J{v in (18), where J{v = fo v(r, x) dr, we get 
i~J tv  ff--7(Mv)dxdt= -£  l Ox~x (  ff---xJ{V) M~dxdt, (20) 
doing the same calculations as in Theorem 2, where replacing o~ by v, and taking into ac- 
count (19), we obtain 
£ O(x) lv] 2 dxdt +-~ 11J~v] dxdt < O, 
then v = 0, hence w = 0. This proves Theorem 3. 
THEOREM 4. The range R(L) o[ the operator L coincides with F. 
PROOF. Since F is a Hi lbert space, we have R(L) = F if and only if the equality 
£ O(x)£u-f dx dt + Sog (O(x) d~-~ xx + lU~) dx = O , (21) 
which gives that  f f  = (f, ~o) = 0. In particular, if we put lu = 0 in (21), then we conclude by 
Theorem 3 that  f 0, so it follows from (21) ~t . . . .  dlu d_~ JO (U(X) ~ x -t- lU~O) dx = O. Since the range of the 
trace operator  l is dense in the Hilbert space with the norm [f:(O(x)] d~ [2 + [~o[2)dx] 1/2, hence 
~o = 0. Consequently, 5~ = 0. 
i l  g 
O(x)Jtw = Mv and v(t, x) dx = 0, (19) 
1 
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